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Generation of MeV electrons and positrons with femtosecond pulses
from a table-top laser system

C. Gahn, G. D. Tsakiris,a) G. Pretzler, and K. J. Witte
Max-Planck-Institut fu¨r Quantenoptik, D-85748 Garching, Germany

P. Thirolf and D. Habs
Sektion Physik, LMU Mu¨nchen, Am Coulombwall 1, D-85748 Garching, Germany

C. Delfin and C.-G. Wahlström
Department of Physics, Lund Institute of Technology, P.O. Box 118, S-221 00 Lund, Sweden

~Received 29 August 2001; accepted 4 December 2001!

In experiments, the feasibility was demonstrated of generating multi-MeV electrons in a form of a
collimated beam utilizing a table-top laser system delivering 200 fs pulses withPL51.2 TW and 10
Hz capability. The method uses the process of relativistic self-channeling in a high-density gas jet
producing electron densities in the range of 331019– 631020 cm23. In a thorough investigation,
angularly resolved and absolutely calibrated electron spectra were measured and their dependence
on the plasma density, laser intensity, and gas medium was studied. For the optimum electron
density ofne5231020 cm23 the effective temperature of the electron energy distribution and the
channel length exhibit a maximum of 5 MeV and 400mm respectively. The laser-energy-
to-MeV-electron efficiency is estimated to be 5%. In a second step, utilizing the multi-MeV electron
beam anti-particles, namely positrons, were successfully generated in a 2 mm Pbconverter. The
average intensity of this new source of positrons is estimated to be equivalent to a radioactivity of
23108 Bq and it exhibits a very favorable scaling for higher laser intensities. ©2002 American
Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1446879#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Present-day high-repetition-rate table-top laser syst
deliver focused intensities approaching 1020 W/cm2 while
large-scale petawatt class lasers pledge intensities be
1021 W/cm2 for the foreseeable future. These technologi
advances in the development of multi-terawatt short pu
lasers have spurred research activities in a new intensity
gime of laser matter interaction identified as high-intens
physics.1 Appealingly, a number of experiments in this vig
orously pursued new area of physics indicate that mode
size table-top laser systems could conceivably replace
large accelerator facilities for a number of applications.
deed, using 10 Hz, TW table-top lasers the generation
MeV g-rays in the interaction of solid targets wit
femtosecond-laser pulses has been reported.2,3 Generation of
XUV radiation in form of harmonics of the fundamental h
also been demonstrated.4–6 Furthermore, fusion neutrons us
ing either deuterated planar targets7 or deuterium clusters8

heated with femtosecond laser pulses have been obse
More recently, 1010 electrons per laser pulse were produc
in a low emittance beam with average energies of 5 MeV
maximum extending to over 12 MeV.9 In a miniaturized
scheme analogous to the one utilized in linear accelera
these MeV laser accelerated electrons were used to gen
anti-particles, namely positrons.10

Independently, the propagation of ultrashort hig
intensity laser pulses through fully ionized plasma and

a!Electronic mail: tsakiris@mpq.mpg.de
9871070-664X/2002/9(3)/987/13/$19.00
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accompanied process of electron acceleration is of partic
interest for three main reasons:~a! It is intimately connected
to the physics of the plasma based accelerators that can
tain extremely large acceleration gradients of the order
;1 GV/cm. Because this is four orders of magnitude high
than in conventional accelerators, they hold out the prom
to replace the large scale rf linacs with more comp
devices.11 ~b! In the advanced inertial confinement fusio
scheme known as ‘‘fast ignitor,’’ the laser accelerated el
trons play an important role in transporting the ener
through an overdense plasma to the fuel.12 ~c! Laser based
production of nuclear radiation~g-rays, neutrons, positrons
pions! or laser induced nuclear reactions require large flu
of relativistic electrons.13,14

In this report we give a comprehensive account of
work we have performed on the generation of a relativis
electron beam employing a table-top laser system delive
femtosecond pulses at the rate of 10 Hz. Also, of an ap
cation in which, using the laser accelerated electrons,
produced 106 positrons (e1) per laser pulse with a mea
energy of;2 MeV. The measured electron energy spec
resolved in angle and absolutely calibrated, pertain to e
tron acceleration during self-channeling in a previously u
explored regime, characterized by fs-laser pulses of r
tively low energy(,1 J) interacting with ahigh-densitygas
jet producing electron densitiesne;0.3nc where nc

5mvL
2/(4pe2) is the plasma critical density correspondin

to the laser frequencyvL . A brief account of this work has
already been communicated in Refs. 9 and 10. Even tho
the generation of relativistic electrons with short laser pul
© 2002 American Institute of Physics

e or copyright; see http://pop.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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in gas-jet targets has been reported in a number of sim
investigations,15–18 to our knowledge this is the first exper
ment in which an 1-TW table-top laser system operating
10 Hz was utilized for that purpose. Recently, similar me
surements were reported using the same type of laser b
higher intensities.19 In this context, our work represents
further development toward a particle source of table-
size. When operating at 10 Hz, radiation safety rules c
cerning the personnel performing the experiment requ
careful shielding of the area around the gas-jet target in o
to reduce the radiation dosage to acceptable level. T
makes the experimental setup inflexible and the experim
tation cumbersome. To avoid this complication, we ha
chosen to perform the measurements using single l
pulses. It should be stressed here though that there ar
technical constrains hindering the operation of the sourc
the laser repetition rate, i.e., 10 Hz. Under these circu
stances, this experiment demonstrates the realization
switchable e1 source with an equivalent activity of 2
3108 Bq.

After an epigrammatic review of the interaction physi
of TW laser pulses with gas-jet targets and of the elect
acceleration mechanisms in Sec. II, we present the exp
mental setup along with the main experimental results fr
the fast electron generation in Sec. III. The application
positron generation and detection is described in Sec. IV.
conclusions and some potential prospects are given in Se

II. HIGH-INTENSITY LASER PULSE INTERACTION
WITH UNDERDENSE PLASMA

A. Self-focusing and channel formation

The first phase of the interaction of a high-intens
pulse with neutral gas is the rapid medium ionization by
leading edge so that the subsequent interaction is that o
intense pulse with an underdense plasma. A Gaussian
radial intensity profile would produce via ionization an e
cess of electrons around the beam axis, which would lea
defocusing because of the lensing effect associated with
a density profile. In addition, the diffraction of the bea
leads to defocusing independently of density or intensity
counteracting process is the relativistically induced s
focusing due to the electron mass increase in high-inten
regions followed by the ponderomotive self-focusing as
result of the expulsion of electrons from the region arou
the propagation axis.

In the limit where the laser pulse contains many la
oscillations, the refractive index of the plasmah is given
by20–23

h'12
1

2

vp
2

gvL
2 , ~1!

wherevp5(4pe2ne /m)1/2 is the plasma frequency,ne the
electron density, andvL the laser frequency. The factorg in
Eq. ~1! is due to relativistic mass increase of the electr
executing a quiver motion in the laser field and in terms
the normalized vector potentialaL5eEL /mcvL is given by
g5(11aL

2/2)1/2 with EL the peak electric field. For low
~nonrelativistic! intensitiesaL

2'0 thus its effect diminishes
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Given thatvp
2;ne , one sees that the ionization of the m

dium at the high-intensity region results in a decrease of
index of refraction, but at the same time the higher value
aL counteracts this increase via the factorg with a decrease.
In the case of high intensities and low Z gases, the med
ionizes completely so that the pulse propagates throug
homogeneous plasma of constant electron density. Un
these circumstances, there are no contributions from the
ization defocusing term in Eq.~1! and the relativistic self-
focusing has to compete with diffraction only.24 For the rela-
tivistic self-focusing to dominate over diffraction the we
known conditionPL.Pc has to be fulfilled withPL the laser
beam power andPc'16.4(vL

2/vp
2) GW the critical power

for a given electron density and laser frequency.20,25–28The
ponderomotive contribution to self-focusing is genera
stronger than the relativistic but not instantaneous. This
because it is associated with charge displacement which
volves an inertial response.

Theoretical analysis has shown that depending on
initial laser and plasma conditions, the intense short-pu
undergone relativistic self-focusing can propagate either
stable single channel mode or can break up in filaments
exhibiting unstable behavior.29 Recently, the transition from
whole beam focusing to strong filamentation regime h
been observed.30 More insight in the process of filamentatio
has been gained by three-dimensional Particle-In-Cell~PIC!
simulations.31 It is believed that the filamentation is seed
by the Weibel instability occurring in the flow of energet
electrons produced by, e.g., stimulated Raman scattering
propagating in the laser direction. The current filamentat
is accompanied by light filamentation and strong quasi-st
magnetic fields. However, the three-dimensional PIC simu
tions have revealed a new phenomenon in which after
beam passes through an unstable filamentary phase it sh
into a single channel having a diameter of a fe
wavelengths.31 The coalescence of the light and current fil
ments into a single channel foraL.1 is attributed to the
mutual attraction of nearby located current filaments and
accompanied by a factor.10 enhancement of the on-ax
light intensity. The plasma channel acts as a dielectric li
guiding waveguide which can transport the high-intens
pulse over considerable distances. This effect of relativi
self-channeling leading to the formation of a single chan
has been observed experimentally.32

B. Electron acceleration

Concomitant to the self-focusing is the generation
relativistic electrons with energies of several tens of MeV
These energies greatly exceed the maximum kinetic ene
aL

2mc2/2 acquired by a single electron in the focused la
beam, which foraL'1 would be 250 keV only. Obviously
collective effects associated with the plasma through wh
the laser plasma propagates are responsible for the obse
relativistic electron energies. Two mechanisms are curre
under scrutiny: The Laser Wakefield Acceleration~LWFA!
and the Direct Laser Acceleration~DLA !.

In the LWFA, a short laser pulse excites an electr
plasma wave by expelling the electrons from the space th
e or copyright; see http://pop.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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occupies. This is due to the ponderomotive force associ
with the pulse envelope and it is optimally driven when t
pulse lengthL5ctL matches half the plasma waveleng
lp/25pc/vp .11,23This process combined with the restorin
force due to ion inertia leads to the creation of a longitudi
electrostatic wake field propagating with a phase veloc
equal to the group velocity of the laser pulse in the plasm
Background electrons are trapped in the potential well
such a wave and they are accelerated in the direction
propagation. When the amplitude of the electron oscillatio
in the plasma well becomes comparable with the plas
wavelength, wave-breaking occurs in which the plasma w
looses its coherent nature. The trapped electrons damp
wave irreversibly and appear as a collimated relativistic e
tron beam.16,33,34 The maximum energy to which the sel
trapped electron can be accelerated depends primarily on
factors. First, on the maximum possible acceleration grad
before wave-breaking occurs and second, on the phase
page between electron plasma wave and accelerated
ticles. The last factor is referred to as ‘‘dephasing limit’’ an
it corresponds to the case where the electron has acquire
much energy that it moves ahead of the accelerating flan
the potential well and starts de-accelerating.17 The maximum
electron energy gain through this process has been show
be gmax52v2/vp

2,35 which indicates that lower plasma dens
ties favor high energy gain, but this presumes long accel
tion lengths which is difficult to produce in practice. In th
high density regime in which the laser pulse duration enco
passes several plasma periods, i.e.,tL.2p/vp , the laser
envelope undergoes an instability and becomes ‘‘s
modulated’’ at the plasma period.36 The pulse breaks up into
multiple pulses each having the optimum length and thu
resonantly drives large-amplitude plasma waves. The ass
ated process of electron acceleration in the wake field t
created is referred to as Self-Modulated Laser Wakefield
celeration~SM-LWFA!.

The second mechanism of Direct Laser Acceleratio37

presumes the existence of strong quasi-static fields inhe
to the formation of the channel. A part of the initial electro
population occupying the channel volume is displaced
cause of the radial ponderomotive force exerted by the la
pulse. As a result of the charge separation, a strong ra
electric field is generated. Another part of the initial numb
of electrons is pre-accelerated in the axial direction by
excitation of a plasma wave in the leading edge of the la
pulse via the forward Raman instability. These energe
electrons carry an electric current which produces an
muthal magnetic field. A relativistic electron moving in th
combined radial electric and azimuthal magnetic field
ecutes a motion which is similar to the one in a wiggler fie
of a free electron laser.38 It oscillates in the transverse direc
tion at the betatron frequencyvb'vp /(2g)1/2 in these fields
while drifting along the channel together with the laser pul
When the frequency of betatron oscillations coincides w
the Doppler shifted laser frequency, as seen by the relativ
electron, a resonance occurs, leading to an effective en
exchange between the laser and the electron. As describ
Ref. 37, this mechanism is similar to that of inverse fr
electron lasers~IFEL!,39 with the wiggler field replaced by
oaded 04 Jul 2011 to 130.235.188.104. Redistribution subject to AIP licens
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the self-generated quasi-static electric and magnetic field
the channel.31,40

It should be noted here that no delimitation for the v
lidity of the two mechanisms in the pertinent parame
space~laser intensity, plasma density, pulse duration, foc
ing geometry! is available. However, three-dimensional P
code simulations indicate that for high plasma densities
relatively long laser pulses where the conditiontL.p/vp is
satisfied, the DLA is most likely the dominant mechanis
On the other hand, for short laser pulses and low plas
densities the LWFA appears to be the main accelera
mechanism.

III. GENERATION AND CHARACTERIZATION OF THE
RELATIVISTIC ELECTRON BEAM

A. The experimental setup

The experiment was performed with the first module
the 10 Hz advanced Ti:sapphire laser ATLAS at Ma
Planck-Institut fu¨r Quantenoptik that delivers pulses at 79
nm as short as 130 fs and with a maximum energy of 250
The whole laser chain consisting of the oscillator, stretch
two amplification stages~regenerative plus multi-pass ampl
fier!, and compressor is assembled on two optical tables
avoid deterioration of the high-intensity pulse, the beam a
compression is transported to the experimental chambe
vacuum. The main experimental setup is shown in the p
spective view of Fig. 1.

The laser beam was focused with anF#53 high-quality
off-axis parabolic mirror, which ensures high focal inten
ties. The radial beam profile at focus was measured using
equivalent focal plane technique in which a high resolut
multiple element objective withF#52.5 and f 510 cm is
employed to image the focal spot plane into a char
coupled device~CCD! camera with a magnification factor o
;50 and a spatial resolution of;1 mm. The overall dy-
namic range of the CCD camera was extended using sev
ND filters and numerically combining records taken und
different exposure conditions. The thus obtained radial be
profile was numerically integrated to obtain the azimutha
averaged power within a radiusr , i.e., P(r )
5*0

r *0
2pI (r,f)rdrdf. The result is given in Fig. 2. One

immediate observation is that 86% of the beam energy
confined in a spot size having a radius of'7.5 mm. The
azimuthally averaged radial intensity distribution is appro
mately obtained by fitting a double Gaussian of the fo
P(r )5PL@A(12e22(r /r a)2

)1(12A)(12e22(r /r b)2
)# to the

experimental data for the power. This corresponds to
double Gaussian intensity profile of the form:I (r )5I a1I b

5PL@(2A/pr a
2)e22(r /r a)2

1(2(12A)/pr b
2)e22(r /r b)2

#.
The relative amplitude of the two Gaussian profilesA

and their 1/e2 intensity radii r a ,r b are the free parameter
used for the fitting. The fitted powerP(r ) and the corre-
sponding intensity distributionI (r ) are included in Fig. 2. As
it can be seen, the focal spot profile consists of a narro
peak with a 1/e2 intensity radius ofr a53.0 mm superim-
posed on a low level broad background with radius ofr b

510.0mm. Furthermore, forA50.46 the relative contribu-
tion to the peak intensity of the two Gaussians is 9:1 res
e or copyright; see http://pop.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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FIG. 1. Schematic of the experimental arrangeme
showing two of the diagnostics used. The side vie
CCD camera for the self-scattered image with whi
the channel formation was established and its len
measured~lower right insert! and the scintillating
screen used for the visualization and optimization of t
generated electron. The appearance of MeV electron
demonstrated by utilizing a magnetic field that deflec
the electron according to their energy~top left insert!.
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ing in a combined peak intensity at focus ofI (0);4.5
31018 W/cm2. The data presented here were acquired ov
number of experimental series during which the peak int
sity fluctuated between 4.031018 W/cm2 and 6.5
31018 W/cm2 mainly due to replacement of optical comp
nents in the laser system. This results in a normalized ve
potential range ofaL;1.4– 1.7. Of importance here is th
confocal parameter defined for a single Gaussian beam
twice the Rayleigh length 2z052pr 0

2/l with r 0 the 1/e2

intensity radius. The high-intensity Gaussian peak is resp
sible for the self-focusing and channeling of the laser be
and hence, it is reasonable to compare the channel leng
the confocal parameter 2z0'70 mm corresponding to its
1/e2 intensity radiusr 05r a'3.0 mm. The observed axia
profile of the vacuum focus confirms this estimate~see Fig. 4
below!. As discussed in Ref. 24, the focal spot profile play
decisive role on the beam interaction processes with a
jet. In the early stages of the interaction when refractive
focusing is important, the double Gaussian profile might
of advantage as it provides an environment of fully ioniz
plasma through which the high-intensity peak propagate

The focus was placed at the edge of a free expansion
jet generated by a high pressure gas nozzle with a circ

FIG. 2. Radial beam profile at focus. Squares: measured radial power
tribution. Dashed line: double Gaussian fit. Solid line: The total focal int
sity distribution resulting from the sum of the two Gaussian profilesI a and
I b ~thin dotted lines!.
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orifice of 500mm in diameter.24,41 The gas density profile
was measured interferometrically for the different gases u
in the present experiment including, hydrogen, argon a
nitrogen. The density profiles at a distance of 100– 400mm
from the nozzle outlet can be adequately characterized b
simple Gaussian radial profile and an exponential density
off with distance from the nozzle orifice. The accuracy of t
density measurements was estimated to be625%. As shown
in Fig. 3, the radial~along the laser direction! density profile
in the interaction region located;100 mm above the nozzle
tip corresponds to a Gaussian profile with half the peak d
sity at the edge of the orifice. The peak molecular density
this position is linearly proportional to the backing pressu
up to a maximum value of 331020 cm23 ~see Fig. 3!. Most
of the measurements reported here were made using he
producing electron densities in the rangene /nc'0.05– 0.3.

In order to diagnose self-focusing and channel form
tion, a side-scattering imaging system at 90° to the la
beam direction was utilized~see Fig. 1!. Using an interfer-
ence filter this system took self-scattered time integrated
ages of the radiation at the fundamental laser wavelen

is-
-
FIG. 3. Interferometrically measured molecular density dependence on
nozzle back pressure~solid line!. The normalized axial and radial densit
profile at a distance of;100 mm above the nozzle orifice are also show
~dotted lines!.
e or copyright; see http://pop.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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with a spatial resolution of 5mm. The same setup was als
used to precisely position the vacuum focus of the la
beam relative to the gas plume emanating from the no
orifice. First, by static fill of the experimental chamber wi
10 mbar nitrogen the vacuum focus was localized. This
shown in Fig. 4~b! where also the confocal parameter of t
focusing optics is seen to be in good agreement with
estimate obtained from the focal spot size~see Fig. 2!. The
position of the nozzle orifice and the exact magnification
the setup was obtained by back-lighting a 400mm diameter
wire inserted in the opening of the nozzle@Fig. 4~a!#. This
way the position of the vacuum focus could be varied in
laser beam direction relative to the peak of the density p
file. It was found experimentally that the longest chann
are formed when the vacuum focus is at the position wh
the density is about half maximum independently of pe
density value. This is depicted in Fig. 4~c! where a
;400 mm long channel is shown relative to the radial de
sity profile.

Two different diagnostics for electron detection we
employed. The first one is shown schematically in Fig. 1 a
consists of a phosphorescent screen placed behind a
mm-thick aluminum foil that blocked the laser light and ele
trons with energies less than 200 keV. The purpose of
device was to visualize the relativistic electrons and qual
tively optimize their production. At an electron density
331019 cm23 a faint round spot appeared on the screen c
tered on the laser axis and it became brighter at higher d
sities. When a static magnetic field of 1 kG was appl
between the filter and the screen, this spot moved in
direction expected for a beam of electrons~see Fig. 1!. A

FIG. 4. Side view image of the channel due to self-scattering.~a! Jet orifice
with a 400mm wire inserted in its opening.~b! Vacuum focus obtained in a
static filled chamber with 10 mbar nitrogen.~c! Image of the channel indi-
cating its position relative to the gas density profile~dotted line!.
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line-out of the electron spot on the phosphorescent scree
given in Fig. 5. This gives an approximate estimate of
overall electron beam divergence as;15° FWHM ~full
width at half maximum!. This is an upper limit because th
low energy electrons suffer multi-Coulomb scattering in t
aluminum foil and thus increase the size of the spot.

The main electron diagnostic was a compact 45-chan
magnetic spectrometer,42 which after beam optimization re
placed the filter and screen and with which quantitative m
surements of the electron energy distribution in a range fr
500 keV up to 12.5 MeV were performed. Figure 6 illustrat
the setup for the electron spectrum measurements. The
trons were collimated by an aperture of 5 mm in diame
dispersed by a permanent dipole magnet and finally dete
by scintillating/light-guiding plastic fibers which wer
coupled via a fiber optics to a cooled CCD camera. Sub
quently, from the recorded image of the fiber array the
ergy spectrum was deduced. The aperture was located 1
away from the laser focus resulting in 1 msr collection an
for the spectrometer.

The spectrometer was absolutely calibrated using v
ous b-emitters. The detailed description and operatio
characteristics of this novel spectrometer are given in R
42. The compact size of the spectrometer and its flex
connection via the plastic fiber bundle to the detector m
possible the rotation of the whole permanent magnet u
horizontally as well as vertically around the interaction r
gion up to an angle of 10° relative to the laser beam dir
tion. A schematic of this arrangement is shown in Fig. 7. T

FIG. 5. Radial electron beam profile as obtained from a line-out of the s
image ~inset! on the phosphorescent screen forne51.331020 cm23. The
image includes all electron energies above 200 KeV.

FIG. 6. Schematic showing the 45-channel electron spectrometer using
tillating fibers ~see Ref. 42!.
e or copyright; see http://pop.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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way measurement of the angular dependence of the elec
energy distribution was made feasible.

B. Experimental results

1. Electron energy distribution

A typical energy spectrum that was measured in the la
beam direction~from now on denoted by 0°! at the maxi-
mum laser intensity~see Fig. 2! and at an electron density o
231020 cm23 is shown in Fig. 8. As has already been esta
lished in experiments with longer laser pulses,16–18 the high
energy electrons (E.1 MeV), exhibit a Boltzmann-like dis-
tribution N(E)5N0e2E/Teff with an effective temperature o
Teff55 MeV. The maximum energy detected is 12.5 Me
which was the spectrometer limit. It should be pointed o
here that the sensitivity of the electron detector allows
acquisition of this spectrum in a single laser pulse. It w
found that for the same set of parameters the energy s
trum is very reproducible. Thus, as seen from Fig. 8, ab
108 electrons per msr with mean kinetic energy of 5 Me

FIG. 7. Schematic diagram illustrating the method used to measure
angular dependence of the electron spectrum. The spectrometer was p
around the gas jet in steps of 2.5°.

FIG. 8. Typical electron spectrum measured in laser beam direction~circles!
and exponential fit~dotted line! for the optimum electron densityne52
31020 cm23.
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can be readily generated at the rate of 10 Hz. In what follo
the results of the experimental investigation of the elect
energy distribution dependence on density, angle, laser in
sity and gas medium are outlined.

2. Electron density dependence

For a given laser power and frequency, the threshold
relativistic self-focusingPRSF5Pc'16.4(vL

2/vp
2) GW can

be traversed by lowering the critical power via density var
tion. The onset of self-focusing can be observed experim
tally this way and it is depicted in Figs. 9 and 10 where t
parallel evolution of the channel length and that of the eff
tive electron temperature is given. As seen from Fig. 10
an electron density of 331019 cm23, i.e., slightly above the
threshold for self-focusing the channel length starts to
come longer than the confocal parameter~twice the Rayleigh
length 2z0'70 mm! and the first relativistic electrons appe
~see Fig. 9!. When the density is increased to
31019 cm23, a self-focused channel of 220mm is observed
and the temperature of the fast electrons measured at 0°
strikingly from 300 keV to 1 MeV~see Fig. 9!. This ten-
dency continues under further density increase until a den
of 231020 cm23 where the maximum temperature of 5
MeV and the longest channel of;400 mm are detected.
Simultaneously, an increase in the total number of Me
electrons is perceived reaching a value of 3.33108/msr at

he
ted

FIG. 9. Experimentally determined electron-spectrum dependence on d
ent electron densities~labeled by normal letters!. Bold letters give the effec-
tive temperatures of the~not shown! exponential fits.

FIG. 10. Dependence of channel length~diamonds! and effective electron
temperature~circles! on plasma density. Symbols correspond to the exp
mental data while the solid and dotted line are to guide the eye. The ver
dashed line shows the theoretical threshold for relativistic self-focusing
e or copyright; see http://pop.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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optimum density~see Sec. III B 3!. As can be seen from Fig
10, additional increase in density reverses this trend and
sults in a drop of the effective temperature and chan
length.

As the plasma density increases, the self-focusing po
threshold drops, and the effective ratioPL /Pc rises. A larger
portion of the laser beam is trapped in the channel and
length grows. At the plasma density ofne5231020 cm23

we observe an optimum at which most of the laser energ
trapped in the channel~Fig. 10!. Both channel length and
effective temperature of fast electrons are maximized h
At higher densities, the number of electrons still increas
but the temperature as well as the channel length decr
again. This is attributed to higher energy losses due to e
tron heating asne approachesnc . Losses to ionization and
ionization defocusing24 occur at the channel boundaries, b
play no role in the channel center, where electron trapp
and acceleration takes place. It appears that this opt
plasma density is set by the laser pulse parameters s
under different conditions one observes a decrease of
effective temperature with density at lower densities.19

3. Angular dependence

The emittance of electron beam emerging from
plasma channel has been studied using the setup show
Fig. 7. By keeping constant the distance to the focus at
cm and the angle subtended atDV51 msr, the spectromete
was rotated in the horizontal plane in steps ofDu52.5° up
to a maximum angle ofu510°. In Fig. 11, the spectra fo
three different angles and for an electron density
1020 cm23 are given. The form of the off axis spectrum r
mains more or less Boltzmann like, but the effective te
perature is strongly reduced at larger angles. The full ang
which the number of all electrons with energy greater tha
MeV is reduced to half is found to beuFWHM513°, some-
what smaller than the value obtain from the phosphores
screen~see Fig. 5!. This divergence appears to be in agre
ment with the results from similar experiments at lower de
sity and higher power obtained with a completely differe
method.18

Measurements at optimum electron densityne52
31020 cm23 reveal that the hottest electron spectrum

FIG. 11. Measured electron energy distribution within the solid angle
DV51 msr for the in the inset indicated angles relative to the laser axis
for ne51020 cm23. The effective temperature corresponding to each dis
bution is noted on the curve.
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made up of a hot component of 5 MeV in the center of t
beam at 0° and colder components in the outer parts, nam
4 MeV at 5° and finally 2 MeV at 10°. This indicates th
the very fast electrons with energies exceeding 10 MeV
more collimated than the less energetic ones. An analysi
all data at various angles in which the electron energy
divided into bins of61 MeV illustrates this behavior and i
given in Fig. 12. Here, the angular spread of electrons in fi
different energy ranges is shown. It diminishes from 16
FWHM for 1-MeV-electrons to 9° for 11-MeV-electrons
Similar measurements in the perpendicular direction sh
that, within the accuracy of the measurements, the elec
beam is azimuthally symmetric. This confirms the result o
tained with the phosphorescent screen and shown in Fig

The angle integrated spectra for various densities
shown in Fig. 13. They represent the electron distribut
within a cone with angle of 20° corresponding to a so
angle of 100 msr. Here similar tendency is observed as in
on-axis spectra of Fig. 9. The effective temperature increa
with the density to a maximum of 3.3 MeV and then dro
for higher densities. Since the outer parts of the beam
somewhat ‘‘colder,’’ the angle averaged temperatures
generally lower.

The total number of all electrons emitted with ener
E.1 MeV inside the 20° cone along the laser axis is giv

f
d

-

FIG. 12. Angular dependence of the electron emission within an energy
of 61 MeV around the indicated energies. The experimental data~symbols!
are for the optimum densityne5231020 cm23. The lines are Gaussian fit
to the data.

FIG. 13. Dependence of the electron-spectrum integrated overDV
5100 msr solid angle on different electron densities~labeled by normal
letters!. Bold letters give the effective temperatures of the~not shown! ex-
ponential fits.
e or copyright; see http://pop.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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in Fig. 14 as a function of electron density. It is seen that
number of fast electrons increases sharply with density
accordance with the results in Fig. 10 and once more c
firming that efficient acceleration is only possible whenPL

.Pc . Although it exhibits a saturation tendency at high de
sities, the fast electron number increases further beyond
optimum density of 231020 cm23 to a maximum value of
331010-MeV electrons. This corresponds to a laser-ener
to-MeV-electron efficiency of 5%. Assuming that the em
sion of electron lasts for'300 fs then the correspondin
current is of the order of;10 kA. The duration of electron
emission is estimated as the sum of the laser pulse dura
and of the time difference between a 10-MeV electron and
1-MeV electron to travel the length of the channel. It is i
teresting to note that the beam current at laser power o
TW, but with longer laser pulses was estimated to be only
a factor of 6 higher.18 The electron beam current is reaso
ably close to the Alfve´n limit, which for 5-MeV electrons is
180 kA indicating that propagation might be affected by se
generated magnetic fields.

4. Intensity dependence

The scaling of the effective electron temperature and
the total number of MeV electrons with the focal laser inte
sity is an important piece of information for two reasons:~a!
It can provide insight and help in the identification of th
dominant electron acceleration mechanism and~b! for appli-
cation purposes of the relativistic electron beam wher
large number of MeV electrons are required~see Sec. IV!. In
the investigations we have performed, the focal intensity w
varied in two different ways. First, while keeping the pul
duration constant the energy was reduced by varying the
lay between seed pulse and pump laser pulse in the multi
amplifier of the ATLAS laser system. In the second meth
the energy was kept constant, but the pulse duration
varied by changing the grating distance in the pulse comp
sor. In both cases, the pulse duration and energy output
monitored using accordingly a single shot autocorrelator
a calorimeter. For each intensity value, the electron spect
was measured in absolute numbers and two quantities w
thus deduced; the effective temperatureTeff and the total
number of MeV electronsNe .

FIG. 14. Variation with the electron density of the total number of electr
with energy.1 MeV. Symbols are experimental points and dotted line a
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The dependence of the effective temperature and of
total number of MeV electrons on vacuum focus intensity
shown for both cases in Fig. 15. The electron density w
kept at its optimum value of 231020 cm23 and the intensity
was reduced from its maximum value by a factor of 5
most so that even for the lowest intensity the self-focus
condition PL.PRSF was satisfied. This was controlled b
recording the channel length which was 250mm for the
minimum intensity. Despite the limited variation range of t
intensity, the experimental results show a clear scaling w
the intensity of the formTeff}I1/2;aL for the effective tem-
perature and within the accuracy of the experimental data
the formNe}I 3/2;aL

3 for the total number of MeV electrons
Furthermore, this scaling ofTeff and Ne on the intensityI
appears to be independent of whether the intensity is va
via pulse width adjustment or pulse energy variation as lo
as a channel is created. The observed scaling for the effec
temperature with the electric field of the laser has been p
dicted in three-dimensional PIC code simulations with
exponential density profile.37 The same behavior forTeff has
also been observed in an experiment at higher intensities
lower densities.19

5. Gas medium dependence

The effective temperature and channel length were m
sured for different gases shown in Fig. 16. As can be se
the results for hydrogen and helium are practically the sa
whereas for nitrogen and even more so for Ar a lower eff
tive temperature and shorter channel length is observed.
is attributed to refraction in multi-ionized medium.24 At laser

s
.

FIG. 15. Scaling of the effective electron temperature~squares! and total
number of MeV electrons~circles! with intensity. Top: variation of the in-
tensity with the laser pulse energy. Bottom: variation of the intensity w
the laser pulse duration. In both cases, theTeff}I1/2 and theNe}I 3/2 fits to
the data are shown by the dashed lines.
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intensitiesI L.1018 W/cm2, hydrogen and helium are fully
ionized so that the main interaction volume does not pos
any density gradients and refraction has little or no effect.
the other hand, for nitrogen ionization states of 51 to 71 and
for argon 81 to 151 are expected to be present. This resu
in strong density gradients which in turn lead to ionizati
induced defocusing of larger fraction of the laser pulse. T
loss of energy and the lower peak intensities bring about
deterioration in the formation of the channel.

IV. PAIR CREATION AND POSITRON DETECTION

In this section, we describe an application for the la
accelerated MeV electrons in which bursts of positrons w
generated. The scheme we have employed is analogou
the one used for the generation of positrons from high
moderators in linear electron accelerators. The electrons
erated in the gas-jet target collide with a 2-mm-thick Pb s
where there is a finite probability of generating electro
positron pairs as long as the beam comprises electrons
kinetic energies*1.02 MeV. The question that arises is
the number of positrons thus produced can be unequivoc
detected. There is a distinct peculiarity associated with
new source of nuclear radiation. Unlike the common sour
from the decay of radioactive isotopes which emit at a giv
rate continuously for long period of time, this laser bas
source emits highly intense bursts of nuclear radiation i
very short time interval. Although this represents basically
advantage since the source can be turned ‘‘on’’ and ‘‘off’’
will, the known coincidence techniques normally employ
for the detection of nuclear radiation are not applicable
this case. Positron emission has also been reported from
direct interaction of petawatt laser pulses with solid A
targets.43 However, petawatt lasers operating at hig
repetition rate are not yet available and such experiments
currently restricted to large-scale facilities.

For few-MeV electrons interacting with high-Z materi
the most efficient processes for pair production are:~a! indi-
rectly via Bremsstrahlung photons and~b! directly in elec-
tron nucleus collisions~the trident process!.44,45Assuming a
converter with nuclear densityN0 , nuclear chargeZ and
thicknessl , the probability for pair production via proces
~a! is

FIG. 16. Effective electron temperature and channel length observed fo
indicated gas media. The corresponding atomic or molecular density is
indicated.
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pg~E,Eg!'sg~E!sp~Eg!N0
2l 2/2, ~2!

wheresg the Bremsstrahlung cross section,sp theg-photon
pair-production cross section,E the electron kinetic energy
and Eg the energy of the intermediate photon. The Brem
strahlung cross sectionsg for electron kinetic energiesE
.E051.022 MeV is45

sg'11Z2F0.83S E0

E
21D2 ln

E0

E G mb. ~3!

For E;3 MeV, Eq. ~3! yields sg;6Z2 mb. The cross sec
tion for the generation of an electron-positron pair via t
Bremsstrahlung photons increases linearly for photon e
giesEg,5 MeV but only as; ln Eg for higher energies. Tak-
ing into account the values given in Ref. 46 for the app
priate energy range, we have calculatedsp(Eg) and used it
in Eq. ~2!. In the energy range of interestsp'Z2 mb.

Similarly, the probability for the trident process to occ
is

pt~E!'s t~E!N0l ~4!

with s t the trident pair-production cross section. The dep
dence ofs t on the electron energyE exhibits a strong in-
crease forE,6 MeV according to the expression,44

s t'531026Z2~g23!3.6 mb for g,13, ~5!

whereas for higher energies the increase is moderate:47

s t'1.631023Z2~ ln g!3 mb for g.13. ~6!

The relativistic factorg corresponding to the electron kinet
energyE is g5(E1mc2)/mc2.

In using Eqs. ~2!, ~4!, it has been assumed thatl
!Re ,m21, whereRe the electron range andm the absorption
coefficient forg’s in the converter material. As all cross se
tions have aZ2 dependence on the nuclear chargeZ,44–47the
indirect process scales asZ4(N0l )2 while the direct is linear
with Z2N0l . Therefore, for a given electron energyE high-Z
material and thick converter favor the indirect process.

An estimate of the fraction of primary electrons co
verted into positronsNe1 /Ne2 as a function of the electron
primary energy can be obtained if one assumesEg'E/2
1mec

2 for the energy of thoseg-photons appropriate fo
pair production.45 For a l 52 mm thick lead converter with
N053.331022 cm23, using the expressions for the cro
sections given in Eqs.~2!–~6! one finds the results depicte
in Fig. 17. It is seen that~i! in the electron energy range o
E,15 MeV, the indirect process is dominant and~ii ! for 3
MeV electrons, a fraction of 1023 will be converted into
positrons.

While this method of pair production is straight forwar
detection of the positrons is difficult. As already mentione
the standard method of detecting 512-keV annihilation p
tons~e.g., with coincidence counters! is precluded due to the
intense burst of MeV photons which makes the detection
single photon particularly impossible. Therefore, a more
rect way was chosen here and it is schematically depicte
Fig. 18. It uses a single thick scintillator that had to be ca
fully shielded to suppress the background signal due to s
g’s to a minimum on account of the weak positron signal.
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this effect, the separation of the positrons from the prim
electrons emanating from the converter by a magnetic fi
and the heavy shielding with lead bricks of the scintilla
detector were crucial to the detection of the positrons. T
primary electrons were collimated in a plastic block with
1-cm-diameter hole. The low-Z material stops electro
without producing undue Bremsstrahlung. The converter w
a 2-mm-thick lead disk positioned inside the collimator~see
Fig. 18! at a distance of 16 cm from the gas-jet where
laser beam was focused. The collimation of the beam res
in reducing the number of MeV electrons to (861.7)3108

~from a total of 231010! for performing a clean demonstra
tion experiment. The positrons emanating from the conve
have a quasi-isotropic distribution.46 Those traveling in the
laser direction are collimated by another 2 cm in the pla
collimator before they enter the region where a magn
field of B'1.50 kG from two permanent magnets is prese
Due to the magnetic field, positrons describe a 180° o
and are detected by a light tight, 1.5-cm-thick plastic scin
lator coupled to a photomultiplier tube. The absolutely ca
brated detector covers the positron energy range ofDE52
60.08 MeV and subtends a solid angle ofDVe157 msr to
the converter.

The electron energy distribution was carefully charact
ized at the beginning of the experiment with the help of
multi-channel electron spectrometer10 and its reproducibility
was established. The spectrum is given in Fig. 19 and it
be fitted to a Boltzmann distribution with an effective tem

FIG. 17. Variation of the electron to positron conversion efficiency fo
2-mm-thick Pb converter~solid line! and of the probability ratio of indirect
to direct process~dashed line! as a function of the primary electron energ

FIG. 18. Schematic of the miniaturized arrangement used for the produ
of positrons. The MeV electrons produced in the gas jet are collimated
converted intog’s and pairs in the 2-mm-thick Pb converter. The positro
are separated from the primary and secondary electrons via a static ma
field and detected by the thick scintillator. Not shown is the heavy lead b
shielding used to reduce the signal background due to the generatedg’s.
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perature ofTeff52.760.1 MeV. It should be noted here tha
during this experimental series, the laser system charact
tics had changed slightly compare to those described in S
III and under which the electron acceleration measureme
were performed. This had as a consequence a lower effec
electron temperature. The feasibility of the positron detect
was checked as follows: For the measured electron distr
tion and for the converter employed, the energy distribut
of the g-photons was calculated using the cross section
Eq. ~3!. This is illustrated in Fig. 19. Moreover, assumin
that the positron-electron pair shares the energy of
g-photon or primary electron, Eqs.~2! and ~4! give an esti-
mate of the expected positron spectrum due to both p
cesses. As is shown in Fig. 19, it peaks in the energy rang
1–2 MeV and drops rapidly at higher energies. The latte
due to the converter thickness that becomes more trans
sive for the high energyg’s and electrons. The number o
positrons generatedNe1 per laser shot can be estimated no
based on the valueDNe1 /DE'33105 e1/MeV obtained
from the spectrum in Fig. 19 for 2 MeV positrons as follow
Ne1'(DNe1 /DE)(DVe1/4p)DE;27e1/shot.

Indeed, the measurements confirmed the presence o
615 positrons per shot. It should be mentioned here t
despite the careful shielding of the detector, the signal du
the energy deposited by the 30 positrons per pulse amo
to only 6% of the background signal. This difficulty wa
circumvented by performing a difference measurement,
with and without positrons and statistically analyzing the
sults over a large number of shots. A detailed description
the experimental procedure and analysis is given in Ref.
In order to further substantiate our experimental result,
have performed detailed Monte Carlo-type simulations us
the codeGEANT.48 This code allows the user to exactly sim
late the experimental setup, i.e., collimator, converter, shie
ing, magnet, vacuum chamber wall, and detector. Two s
tematic variations were undertaken. At first for a fixe
electron temperature ofTeff53 MeV, the converter thicknes
was varied leading to an optimuml opt52 mm. Second, for
fixed converter thicknessl opt, the primary electron tempera

FIG. 19. Measured energy distribution of the primary electrons~full circles,
exponential fit as dashed line! used to produce positrons. The calculat
spectrum of the generatedg’s and the expected positron spectrum is al
shown. The calculation assumes a 2-mm-thick Pb converter and is base
the cross-sections given in Eqs.~2!–~6!. The stripe denotes the energy rang
covered by the detector. It encompasses;5% of the total number of posi-
trons.
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ture was varied betweenTeff52–5 MeV. The simulations re
sults for selected electron temperatures along with the
perimental value forTeff52.760.1 MeV are presented in
Fig. 20 where the number of positrons expected within
260.08 MeV channel is given. As can be seen, the simu
tions predict the experimentally measured number of p
trons for the geometry used.

Scaling the number of positrons detected within 0.
MeV energy range and 7.0 msr solid angle to full ene
spread~see Fig. 19! and solid angle, one obtains a total num
ber of 106 positrons per laser pulse. Using the full uncol
mated electron beam gives a positron number of;23107

per laser pulse, which for 10 Hz operation corresponds to
activity of 23108 Bq. These values pertain to the ATLA
laser system which for the experiments presented here
delivering PL;1.2 TW per pulse producing a maximum
Teff'5 MeV. However, table-top laser systems with pow
output ofPL.15 TW are already reality. In this case accor
ing to the scaling lawTeff}I1/2 given in Fig. 15, one would
expect an electron temperature ofTeff;17 MeV. Then, at
these higher attainable laser intensities the increase in theTeff

FIG. 20. Number of positrons seen by the detector as a function of
effective electron temperature:~i! GEANT simulation~circles!, ~ii ! measure-
ment~square!. The shaded area indicates the uncertaintysNe

associated with
the fluctuation in the total number of measured electrons.

FIG. 21. GEANT simulation for the number of 260.1 MeV positrons pro-
duced in 4p as a function of the effective electron temperature for a 2-m
thick Pb converter. For constant number of MeV electronsNe5const
~circles and dotted line! and forNe}I 3/2 ~squares and solid line!.
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of the primary electrons leads to a sharp rise of the posit
output. This is depicted in Fig. 21 where the predictions
the GEANT code for constant number of MeV electronsNe

and the same type of converter as in the experiment
given. If one takes into consideration that the number
MeV electrons also increases with the intensity according
the scalingNe}I 3/2}Teff

3 ~see Fig. 15!, the positron output is
expected to increase nearly three orders of magnitude
Teff;15 MeV. These estimates assume that the scaling l
of Fig. 15 continue to be valid for higher intensities. As c
be seen from Fig. 21, the positron yield for a given conver
thickness and forNe5constant exhibits a saturation fo
higherTeff values. This is attributed to the larger range in t
converter material of the more energetic electrons and g
eratedg’s. Indeed, forTeff;15 MeV and twice as thick lead
converter a factor of 2 increase in the positron yield is o
served. Therefore, by optimizing the converter thickness
a given electron temperature, one can expect even hig
yields approaching equivalent activities of.1011 Bq.

V. DISCUSSION

In the interaction of ultra-high-intensity pulses with sol
targets the fast electron distribution is characterized by
effective temperature given by the quiver energy of that el
tron in the laser field, i.e.,Eosc5(gosc21)mec

2 with gosc

5A11aL
2.49 For laser intensities in the range o

1018– 1019 W/cm2, the corresponding effective temperatu
is Teff'0.2– 1 MeV. However, experiments with gas jet ta
gets consistently produce a fast electron spectrum wit
considerably higher effective temperature, from a few M
to over 10 MeV.9,15–19,33,34Moreover, it was experimentally
found that about 5% of the laser energy appears in the f
of a beam of collimated relativistic electrons.9 It is apparent
that an acceleration mechanism due to collective effect
responsible for this rather efficient laser energy transfer
plasma electrons. Two mechanisms, i.e., the Laser Wake
Acceleration ~LWFA! and the Direct Laser Acceleratio
~DLA ! have been outlined in Sec. II B.

Given the potential applications envisaged for the
electrons,12,35 the interest is high in discerning under whic
conditions a particular mechanism is dominant. Unfor
nately, no ‘‘footprint’’ which is uniquely associated with
particular acceleration mechanism and which can be exp
mentally verified has been yet found. The claims over do
nance of one or the other acceleration mechanism are m
on the basis of detailed comparison with relativistic P
codes.9,19

In this context, we have also performed a detailed co
parison with a full-scale three-dimensional PIC simulati
code50 the detailed results of which have been repor
elsewhere.9 The three-dimensional capability of this code a
lows the treatment of the experimental geometry in a reali
way and it uses as input the experimental profiles for
laser pulse and gas target density. For the optimal experim
tal parameters, i.e.,ne5231020 cm23, corresponding to
electrons generated with highest energy, the thr
dimensional PIC simulations reproduce the experimen
measurements reliably not only qualitatively but also in t
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absolute number of accelerated electrons in a given en
range and solid angle cone.9 A more detailed analysis of th
electron dynamics as obtained from the code output9 shows
that for the parameters of our experiment~high density, laser
pulse larger than plasma wavelength! the laser wakefield ex
ists only for short time at the leading edge of the laser pu
Furthermore, it is found that most of the electron energy g
is due to the transverse laser electric field with the la
magnetic field converting the transverse momentum into l
gitudinal one.37,38

More recently, a similar analysis has been performed
the experiment described in Ref. 19, which in contrast to
results indicates that most of the fast electrons are produ
via longitudinal acceleration due to the plasma wakefie
Furthermore, it was found that the maximum energy
quired by the electrons varies with density asgmax;vL

2/vp
2

;1/ne as one would expect from the LWFA mechanism35

This behavior is opposite to our experimental finding
which the effective electron temperature increases with d
sity up to a maximum value ofTeff55 keV for ne52
31020 cm23 ~see Fig. 10!. The main difference between th
two investigations is that ours was performed in a previou
unexplored regime, characterized by fs-laser pulses of r
tively low-intensity (,631018 W/cm2) interacting with a
high-density(ne;0.05nc20.3nc) gas jet, whereas the re
sults as given in Ref. 19 pertain tohigh-intensitylaser pulses
(231019 W/cm2) and low-density (ne;0.005nc20.05nc)
gas jet. Although other factors like focal spot or gas-jet d
sity profile ~large gradient vs uniform profile! might play a
role, the results from these two experiments and their an
sis suggest that the laser pulse duration~200 fs vs 35 fs! and
the density regime~;231020 cm23 vs ;331019 cm23! are
decisive in determining which mechanism is dominant.
deed, both experiments were performed in the SM-LW
regime, i.e., in a parameter range wheretLvp /p.1. How-
ever, for our parameters due to higher density and lon
pulse durationtLvp /p'50, while for those of Ref. 19
tLvp /p'4. Furthermore, three-dimensional PIC simulati
results have revealed that in this regime of high density
long laser pulse duration, the DLA mechanism overtakes
SM-LWFA if self-channeling occurs trapping laser powerP
@PRSF.51 It appears that the formation of a robust channe
a prerequisite for the DLA mechanism to dominate over
SM-LWFA. This could be the main reason for the discre
ancy between the two experiments since for the short la
pulses used in Ref. 19 might not have been enough time
the channel to fully develop and establish the quasi-st
fields necessary for the DLA mechanism to beco
effective.37,38

In recent years positrons have played an important
in applications in diverse fields of physics, e.g., surfa
physics,52 positronium spectroscopy53 and electron-positron
plasmas.54 Although for most of these applications conve
tional radioactive sources like22Na or 58Co are currently
used, the distinct possibility exists to replace them with la
driven positron sources. The potential to create large num
of e2e1 pairs using ultra-intense lasers has been consid
in estimates14 and theoretical investigations,55 however, the
oaded 04 Jul 2011 to 130.235.188.104. Redistribution subject to AIP licens
gy
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results presented in Ref. 10 and here demonstrate that
Hz laser driven positron source is indeed realizable. Giv
the prodigious technological advances in laser technolog56

it is almost certain that in the near future there will be las
systems delivering pulsed power of 100 TW or more at r
etition rates of 1 kHz. The fluxes of positrons that can
generated by such lasers would then be comparable to t
from electron linear accelerators using a facility that can
in a normal size room. Other obvious advantages of la
driven positron sources is the fact that they can be turned
when they are not needed thus reducing considerably
radiation hazards associated with radioactive sources.
pulsed character of the source with the immense peak in
sities, can be exploited in positron-annihilation spectrosco
to simplify the cumbersome timing electronics since the s
signal is well defined by the laser pulse. It is beyond do
that the unique properties of this pulsed positron source
be of advantage to other applications as well.
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